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E.DITOR'S DESK
For more than a decade, the BARRISTER
NEWS has been evolving the slow and sometimes
painful growth of a law school newspaper. Today,
we make a new entry in law school journalistic endeavors and submit for your evaluation a totally
new presentation.
Changing from a newspaper to a magazine overnight was not without its commensurate headaches.
The staff has worked long and hard trying to pass
from en1bryo to mature and experienced magazine
men in a few short days. The results, I believe, are
exceptional. The BARRISTER NEWS is totally new,
fresh and energetic from cover to cover. We have
changed n1ore than mere format to be sure. New
emphasis has been given to student organizational
news. 1\!Iore recognition and exposure is given to
students in general, based primarily on the philosophy that any school's strength is in its students
and faculty. Editorials have been returned to the
BARRISTER NEWS after several years of conspicuous absence.
The BARRISTER NEWS is particularly proud
of the new law section. Directly to your right on
page three, is the beginning of a series of articles
written by outstanding law students in their last
n1onths of legal education. Vve have chosen the field
of constitutional law because of its timeliness, timelessness and general interest to lawyer, student and
layman. Within the field of constitutional law we
are limiting ourselves to recent developments and
have made the United States Supreme Court the
vantage point.
Proud as we are of the new BARRISTER NEWS
we bid you interesting reading, and welcome from
you criticisms and comments.
THE EDITOR

subscriptions, or changes of address to Ba rrister News, Edi torial and Executive Office, 11 2 College Street, San Antonio,
Texa. Entered as Second -Class matte r at San Antonio, Texas,
under Permit 787 . Reproduction in any manner, in whole or
in part, in English or other languages, is expressly prohibited
without written permission from the Barrister News, St . Mary 's
School of Law, San Antonio, Texas .

TH E COVER: A classroom scene depicts the beginning of a new academic year. Recent faculty addition, Dr. George Glos lectures students, the sleepy,
the nonplused and the attentive. The beginning
of the new academic calendar is attended by the
new face of the BARRISTER NEWS; both unfold
with new relevations as well as reminders of good
precedents. The photo is by Gary Stone, AeroPhoto Service.
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Eugene Labay received his B.B.A. from St.
Mary's University in 1960. He graduated summa
cum laude, and was a distinguished Military
Graduat,e. To show his diversity of honors, he
was the Band Commander of the R.O.T.C. Band
during 1959 and 1960. In 1960 he was president
of Kappa Pi Sigma and was also a member of
Delta Epsilon Sigma. He is a member of the
Industrial Management Society and is listed in
Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities. At Law School he is a member of Phi
Delta Phi and is the associate editor of the

BARRISTER'S NEWS. Last year he was treasrer of the Barristers Club.
He has a wife, Kathleen, and an 11-monthold son, Eugene Michael.

RIGHT TO COUNSEL

by EUG·ENE LA,BAY

The Sixth Amendment of the Constitution of
the United States provides that "In all criminal
prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right ...
t o have the Assistance of Counsel for his defense."
In other words, the right to counsel in the federal
courts is guaranteed by the Sixth Amendment in
all criminal proceedings. Johnson v. Zerbst, 304
U.S. 458, 58 S.Ct. 1019, 82 L.Ed. 1461 (1938) The
defendent's right to counsel includes the right to
have an attorney devoted solely to his defense without being burdened with the responsibility for a codefendant. Glasser v. United States, 315 U. S. 60,
62 S.C. 457, 86 L.Ed. 680, (1942).
Frequently the question of waiver is raised
when the trial of the defendant is held in the absence of counsel. The right to counsel may be waived
only if the waiver is knowing and intelligent. Walker v. Johnston, 12 U.S. 275, 61 S.C. 574, 85 L.Ed. 830
(1941) "Presuming waiver from a silent record is
impermissible. The record must show, or there must
be an allegation and evidence which shows, that an
accused was offered counsel but intelligently and understandingly rejected the offer. Anything less is
not waiver." Carnley v. Cockran, 369 U.S. 506, 82
S.Ct. 884, 8 L.Ed.2d 70 (1962) "Only when the accused refuses counsel with an understanding of his
rights can the court dispense with counsel." Uveges
v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 335 U.S. 437, 69
S.Ct. 184, 93 L.Ed. 127 (1948).
The general rule is that a right included in
the fundamental principles of liberty and justice
is safeguarded from state infringement by the due

process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. In
order to afford an accused a trial consistent with
due process, the state must allow the accused a fair
opportunity to secure counsel of his own choice.
It was early established
"that in a capital case, where the defendant is
unable to employ cousel, and is incapable adequately of making his own defense because of
ignorance, feeble-mindedness,· illiteracy, or the
like, it is the duty of the court, whether requested or not, to assign counsel for him as a
necessary requisite of due process of law; and
that duty is not discharged by an assignment
at such a time or under such circumstances as
to preclude the giving of effective aid in the
preparation and trial of the case.'' Powell v.
State of Alabama, 287 U.S. 45, 53 S.Ct. 55, 77
L.Ed. 158, 84 A.L.R. 527 (1932).
In addition to being entitled to private counsel, the defendant must be given an adequate opportunity to consult with his counsel. House v. Mayo,
324 U.S. 42, 65 S.Ct. 517, 89 L.Ed. 739 (1945) ;
White v. Ragen, 324 U.S. 760, 65 S.C. 978, 89 L.Ed.
1348 (1945); Hawk v. Olson, 326 U.S. 271, 66 S.Ct.
116, 90 L.Ed. 61 (1945) ; Chandler v. Fretag, 348
U.S. 3, (1945). Denial of a motion for continuance
does not deprive a defendant of due process of law
in a criminal case where the time permitted by the
trial judge is adequate for the preparation of the
case.
(Continued on Next Page)
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RIGHT TO COUNSEL, Cont.
"But the denial of opportunity for appointed counsel to confer, to consult with the accused
and to prepare his defense, would convert the
appointment of counsel into a sham and nothing more than a formal compliance with the
Constitution's requirement that an accused be
given the assistance of counsel. Avery v. Alabama, 308 U.S. 444, 60 S.Ct. 321, 322, 84 L.Ed.
377 (1940)
In Reynolds v. Cochran, 365 U.S. 525, 81 S.C.
723, 5 L.Ed. 2d 754 (1961) the Court held it to be a
denial of the right to counsel for a state court to
refuse a continuance to allow the defendant an opportunity to consult with counsel prior to pleading
to a charge of being a second offender. In House v.
Mayo, supra, it was held that proc.eedi~gs in the a~
sence of retained counsel were vwlahve of constitutional rights. Another interesting case is Ferguson v. Georgia, 365 U.S. 570, 81 S.C. 756, 5 L.Ed. 783
(1961) where the Court found an unconstitutional deprivation of the right to counsel. In that case
the court refused to permit the defendant's lawyer
to question the defendant as a means of eliciting an
unsworn statement permitted in his own behalf
by state law.
The question of lack of competency of courtappointed counsel has been raised in a few cases
as a basis for alleging that the defendant was not
accorded a "fair and impartial" trial. Evidently no
case has based a finding of deprivation of a fair
and impartial trial by a state court on lack of ef-
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fective appointed counsel, but the clear implication
of Michel v. Louisiana, 350 U.S. 91, 100, 76 S.C. 158
100 L.Ed. 2d 83 (1955) is that a sufficient showing
of incompetency could sustain an allegation of an
"unfair" trial.
In the case of Betts v. Brady, 316 U.S. 455, 62
S.Ct. 1252, 86 L.Ed. 1595 (1942) the Court held,
with three dissents, that the defendant was not
prejudiced by absence of counsel si:~1ce the ~ase
was non-capital. Betts held that, while the Sixth
Amendment requires federal courts to appoint counsel for indirrent defendants, appointment of counsel is not s;;ch a fundamental right, essential to a
fair trial that it i's made mandatory for the state
courts by the due process clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment.
Since 1942, when Betts v. Brady, supra, wa~
decided, the problem of an indigent defe~dant's
constitutional right to counsel in a state tnal has
been a continuing source of controversy. The Supreme Court was given, and took, the opportunity
in Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335, 83 S Ct.
792, 9 L.Ed. 2d 799 (1963) to overrule the "special
circumstances" doctrine enunciated in Betts. In
principle, the "special circumstances~' doctrine recorgnized that state procedure in criminal trials need
not conform to that prescribed by the Federal Constitution unless that state procedure in that particular case with its peculiar facts deprives the accused of a right that is so deeply rooted in tr~di
tion as to be considered "fundamental". The rna] ority in Betts ruled that a state's failure to furnish
counsel to an indigent accused of a crime is not
necessarily a deprivation of due process.
In 'Gideon the Supreme Court held that the
rirrht of a defendant to counsel exists in all criminat' cases and that the assistance of counsel provisions of the Sixth Amendment are obligatory on
the states by virtue of the Fourteenth whether or
not the crime charged is punishable by death. In
an opinion delivered by Justice Black the majority
stated,
"We accept Betts v. Brady's assumpion,
based as it was on our prior cases, that a provision of the Bill of Rights which is 'fundamental
and essential to a fair trial' is made obligatory
upon the States by the Fourteen Amendment.
We think the Court in Betts was wrong, however, in concluding that the Sixth Amendment's
guarantee of counsel is not one of those fundamental rights . . . The right of one charged
with crime to counsel may not be deemed fundamental and essential to fair trials in some
countries, but it is in ours. 372 U.S. 335 at 342,
344".
Gideon, as many landmark decisions, left several questions unanswered: (1) Does the decision
apply to misdemeanors? (2) At what stage does
the right to assigned counsel commence? (This question is answered in Escobedo, infra.) (3) Does
Gideon apply to proceedings in juvenile court?
It is reasonably clear that Gideon applies retrospectively since two federal courts of appeals
have held that the furnishing of counsel requirements of Gideon v. Wainwright, supra, apply to
state cirminal convictions obtained before the Gideon decision. United States ex. rei. Durocher v.
(Continued on Page 10)
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DELTA THETIA PHI
The fourteenth year of the Bickett Senate,
DELTA THETA PHI, continues the flourish of
Spring and Summer into the Fall months. The membership enjoyed two parties during the hot Texas
months of June and July, rested a bit in August, and
then attended the organizational meeting early in
September. Proving its organizational ability, all
fraternity activities were outlined thru the first of
February, 1965. Business meetings will henceforth
be held on the first Friday of every month at 11:00
AM. These meetings will take place in the recently
unveiled business office of the fraternity-in the
Law School basement. Other major elements of the
Semester Schedule include:
1. Rush Party, Sunday, October 25, 6 :30 PM
Cocktail dinner at the Old Heidelberg.
2. First Initiation degree, Friday, October
30, 7:30PM
3. Formal Initiation, Friday, November 20,
8:00PM, Bexar County Courthouse
4. Luncheon-guest speaker, Tuesday, November 24, Noon, honoring new members,
public invited
5. Luncheon-guest speaker-election, Friday, December 18, Noon
6. Christmas Party, Saturday, December 19

DELTA THETA PHI organizational meeting took place
in ea·rly September. The planners were, left to right:
"R 8" Eyhorn, Joe McGill, "J C" Wright, Don Wittig,
Chuck Franz, Larry Fleisher, John Doyle and Je·rry
Knippa. Member Bob Tippins was behind the camera.

Brother "R B" Eyhorn was elected to fill the
vacancy of Vice-dean John Ille who graduated and
is presently a clerk for the Court of Criminal Appeals. Brother Bob Ensenberger has returned to
Bickett Senate having been in Houston on extended
business.
(Continued on Next Page)

Tarlton Inn of Phi Delta Phi would like to welcome the freshmen students to St. Mary's Law
School. Since you are now confronted with the new
and challenging experience of the study of law, and
the future likelihood of association with a legal
fraternity, this is perhaps an appropriate time to
acquaint you with Phi Delta Phi legal fraternity and
its functions at St. Mary's.
The International Legal Fraternity of Phi
Delta Phi was founded in 1867 at the University of
Michigan in order to promote a· higher standard of
professional ethics and culture in law schools and
in the practice of law. Generally, a "B'' average is
required for membership throughout the fraternity.
Since 1867, the fraternity has grown in strength to
where it now boasts chapters in every major law
school in the United States and in many law centers
in foreign countries.
Of course our own Tarlton Inn is devoted to
these ideas and pursues a program of fellowship,
the free exchange of ideas, and cooperation with the
school and local bar. We feel that the purpose of
Phi Delta Phi can best be served by the realization
that the strength and influence of the fraternity
lies ultimately in the quality of its individual members. For this reason, Phi Delta Phi seeks out those
students who have shown a willingness and capacity for the study of law. It is a goal to be considered-a goal worthy of attainment-and once attained, a responsibility to the man, the school, and
the profession.
A few examples of what Phi Delta Phis are
doing "here at home·' to further the name of St.
Mary's and the fraternity are worthy of brief mention. Of the last four state bar exams, two of the
top grades were made by Tarlton Inn Phi Delta
Phis-Henry Christopher and John Wennermark.
Pat Pape and Tom O'Connell represented St. Mary's
in the statewide moot court competition last year
and placed second. The Dean's List includes five
members of the fraternity. Four Justices of the
Texas Supreme Court are Phi Delta Phis as are
five members of the full-time faculty at St. Mary's
Law School- Dean Ernest Raba, Mr. James Castleberry, Jr., Mr. Carlos Cadena, Mr. Orville Walker,
and Dr. Arthur Yao. In addition Tarlton Inn members actively participate in student government and
the BARRISTER NEWS.
We cordially welcome the freshman class of
1964 and hope that your association with the St.
Mary's School of Law will be rewarding and memorable experience.
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DELTA THETA PHI, Cont.
Back in school after the Summer vacation and
back to DELTA THETA PHI this semester are:
Dean Davis, Errol Dietze, John Doyle, "R B"
Eyhorn, Lawrence Fleischer, Bill Flushe, Chuck
F ranz, Dr. J ohn Harper, Phil Jacobs, Billy KingExchequer, J erry Knippa, Carl Kraus, Louis LaCrosse, Greg Luna, Joe Kelly McGill-Bailiff, Bill
Morris, Phil Pittman, George Schroeder, Dan Struve,
Bob Tippins, Leslie Vance, Arthur von Rosenberg,
Myron Vorphal-Master of the Rolls, Dr . Carl Walker, Don Wittig, Dean, and "JC" Wright, Tribune.
Rush Week has been announced by t he two
fraternities ; t he dates are October 17 t hr u October 26. As mentioned above, t he DE LTA
THETA PHI party is Sunday, October 25. As
usual t his promises t o be a truly gala event complete wit h cocktails, steak dinner, live music,
District Judge Solomon Casseb speaking, a good
word from DA/Police Department liaison Chuck
Ruble, a good cr owd of alumni plus t he magic
ingredient of DELTA THETA PHI fraternal
spirit. DELTA THETA PHI traditionally shows
rushees their best-lest t her e be any doubt ...
Congratulations to Dr. Carl Walker, Joe McGill
and recent grad John Blanton who received awards
f or attaining the highest grades in three Summer
courses. DE LTA THETA PHI is especially proud
since we were the only legal fraternity on campus
whose members received awards.
Bon voyage to Brother George Vlisides who will
be going to Vietnam after completing special training. He is a Major in the Army.

ST. THO·M A.S
CLUB

MO~ RE

The end of law is the common good and should
be framed, not for any private benefit or gain, but
f or the common good of all citizens. Its enforcement
therefore, should be applied alike to all. Its very
traditions are like the Catholic concepts of justice
and charity : to each man shall be rendered his just
desserts ; the protection of every individual in his
God-given right of life, liberty and pursuit of happiness ; the ample protection of all his property
r ights in his labors, as announced in the Encyclicals
of Pope Leo XIII and Pope Pius XI, and to guard
these sacred r ights against unjust aggression.
To these ends the St. Thomas More Club was
established at the School of Law in September, 1948.
The canonization of Thomas More placed accrued
emphasis on the recognition which is the share of
each member of our profession, which necessarily
r esults from the performance of a boundless charity
and the attainment of the ideals of justice in real
life.
Sir Thomas More succeeded Cardinal Wolsey as
Lord Chancellor in October, 1529, and three years
later, his resignation, due to the conflict between
Henry VIII, and the Church, he as Lord Chancellor
in the meantime having stood firm, was sent to the
6

King. His resignation was not without thought. He
knew what results would attend his action, but
choosing rather to suffer death than accept the
supremacy of the King in things spiritual he voluntarily and in obedience to his God, welcomed the end
which followed three years later. His imprisonment
in the Tower followed his refusal to take the Oath of
Supremacy in 1534. About the first of July, 1535,
he was tried for high treason and sentenced to death.
On July 6th of the same year he was beheaded on
Tower Hill.
Thomas More seemed to vision the higher, more
genuine and most lasting reality of what ought to be
and of what can be. Of him can be said "he saw life
steadily and saw it whole."
It has been well said that the law is in a great
measure a Christian heritage. The fund amental prin~iples are those of Christian morality. Undoubtedly,
much of the zeal of Thomas More to excel in his
profession and in the tempering of the law to the
cases before him was derived from his understanding of the teachings of Saint Thomas Acquinas.
In his treatise on The Effect of Law, St. Thomas
Aquinas says, "A law is nothing else than a dictate
of reason." Again, "the force of law depends on the
extent of its justice."
It would appear to be appropriately as well as
remarkably fitting for all Catholic lawyers and, most
of all, law students while in the embryonic stages of
a legal career, to foster and perpetuate the teaching
of the Church and its influence on the civil law,
legislation and the adn1inistration of government,
and of equal importance to listen to the Angelic Doctor, St. Thomas Aquinas, patron of schools, discoursing on the true meaning of liberty, on laws and
their force, and on obedience to the highest orders.
To this end the St. Thomas More Club was
founded and to this end will it develop in the semester to come. Discussion clubs will be formed among
law students. These clubs will be held at the home of
the Club's moderator, Mr. Alfred Coco and will be
attended by some outstanding citizen of the area who
is recognized for his or her outstanding achievement
in the field of law.
The Club will also hear guest speakers who
will discuss numerous interesting topics designed to
supplement the knowledge and the attributes of mind
and character essential to the effective rendering
of public service.

13 Pass June Bar
Thirteen St. Mary's students passed the June,
1964 Texas Bar Examination. This was 87 % of those
that took the exam from St. Mary's which was well
above the state-wide average. Most of these students
will not be graded by professors any longer, but
quite often by judges and juries. Those who were
able to maintain a passing grade on the three-day
grilling were: Charles Cantu, Patrick Pape, Richard
Devon, Olin Strauss, Elroy Simnacher, Oliver Holden, John Bell, Robert Cowan, Thomas Newman,
Albert Vance, Lawrence Hamilton, Larry Garza, and
John Blanton.
-

BARRISTER NOTES
Marion T. Carson began his law studies during
the past summer session. Married and with a small
daughter, Marion worked his way through a junior
college and subsequently, St. Mary's U. Woodlawn
campus. His determination for a law career has met
with encouraging early indications. Marion's scholastic average of 85 o/o for the summer session, plus
his achieving the highest grades in two of his summer classes brought dual law course awards. The
law course awards are given each semester to the
highest ranking student in each course named by
the sponsors of the awards. The selection of the winner is up to the professor teaching the course based
on the class ranking. Lawyer Co-Operative Publishing Co. and Bancroft-Whitney Co., the publishers of
American Jurisprudence, present a separately bound
volume of each course subject to the recipient of
each award. Marion Carson is to be congratulated
with the added hope for a continued excellence.

*

*

*

John W. Bell, a May graduate, has been officially named the recipient of the United States Law
Week Award, given annually to the graduating student in law, who, in the judgment of the faculty,
has made the most satisfactory progress scholastically in his final school year. The award consists of
a year's subscription to Law Week, a publication issued each week containing up-to-the-minute reports
on important court decisions, federal agency rulings,
and all U.S. Supreme Court decisions. The award is
valued at approximately $100. John Up-to-the-minute
Bell should find his award most useful.

*

*

Our Men Section
Our Man in Washington-Kenneth Burns, class
of '58, appointed some time ago to the Federal Maritime Commission.
Our Men in San Antonio- Hipolito "Hippo"
Garcia, class of '51, appointed judge to County Court
at Law No. 2, and Jess Young, class of '58, temporary appointee as County Court judge.

*

James P. Lytton, a first-year law student, has
been named cadet Colonel of the St. Mary's U.
R.O .T.C. unit for the '64-'65 school year. He was
also named a distinguished military student. Lytton
graduated from St. MU with a BA in three years
while attending on a full Debate scholarship as captain of the forensic union. Lytton's experience with
the St. MU Rattler newspaper as cartoonist, columnist and copy boy is being voluntarily exploited as he
is a staff member of the BARRISTER NEWS.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Olin Strauss, chosen outstanding senior by his
law fraternity upon graduation in May, proved out
his title by scoring the highest among the June
graduates from this school on the bar exam. His
score was 86, with Pat Pape a close 84. To these
licensed attorneys and their successful cohorts the
Barrister News wishes good Iawing, at-lawing and
in-lawing.
Frank "Senator" Herrera, a first-year law student, worked with the Department of State in Washington, D.C., during the past summer and humbly
admits warding off two Berlin crises, five missile
incidents and two janitors who wanted his job. Actually, Frank graduated as a Government major and
is a promising law student with a successful forensic
background and an eye on moot court competition.

The New Front Party is shown at one of its first meetings. ·The Student Bar Re·v olutionar.ies are, left to
right: Mike Simmang , Mike LaHood, Nelson Wolff,
Cam Smith , and Ma·r k Sideman.

S·urprise Enrollment Increase
St. Mary's University School of Law was an
outgrowth and development of the San Antonio
School of Law, established in 1927 by the San Antonio Bar Association. In September of 1934, when
St. Mary's University officially assumed control, 31
students were enrolled. Since that day, the number
has been on the increase.
Today, thirty years later, that original number
of 31 has almost increased eightfold. The official
school enrollment for September of 1964 is 231
students. This total number is an increase of 24 %
enrollment over last year's figure of 186 students
registered for law study.
The increase is essentially in the Day Division.
A breakdown of the figures shows that enrollment
in the Day Division consists of 139 students with
79 students in their first year of law study ; 54 of
these students entered law school for the first time
in September. Figures for the Evening Division
show 92 students enrolled, with 70 in their first
year; 45 of the students entered law school in
September. Overall, the increase in enrollment is
the largest attained since the post-war period of
World War II.
St. Mary's University School of Law, the
"Lawyer's Law School", welcomes t his increased enrollment and welcomes with them the challenge of
continuing to the many excellence in legal education.
7

DR. GEORGE GLOS
COMPLEMENT

FACULTY CORNER
St. Mary's University School of Law has added
an additional member to its staff. This most recent
complement to the faculty comes in the person of
Dr. George Ernest Glos.
Dr. Glos has had a protracted and colorful
academic career in preparation for his profession as
both legal counselor and professor, which began in
the middle 1940's at Charles University in Prague,
Czechoslovakia. While attending Charles University
Dr. Glos took his Law Graduate Degree (Bachelor
of Laws) and a J. U. D. (Doctor of Laws) . Dr. Glos
was preparing himself to be a professor and was
working for his professor's license (Venia Docendi)
jn the field of Czech Civil Law. Upon completion of
his education he became an Associate in Law Professor and was admitted to the Bar in Prague in
1948. Dr. Glos attended the University at London in
1947 for six months, studying Anglo-Saxon history.
The year 1950 found Dr. Glos again studying
law but this time in Melbourne, Australia, at Melbourne University. There he took his LLB degree
and was admitted to the Victorian Bar in 1957. Dr.
Glos practiced law in Melbourne, Australia, from
1955 to 1958, when he again returned to school, but
this time in America, at Yale University where he
was granted a fellowship. While at Yale, Dr. Glos
took an LLM degree in 1959 and his JSD in 1960.
In 1960 Dr. Glos journeyed to the British Commonwealth of Singapor, China, where he taught
courses in Torts, International Law, and Corporations. He taught there for three years and returned
to New York City and went into private practice
with a firm until he came to St. Mary's University
in 1964. Dr. Glos is presently teaching courses in
Property and Philosophy of Law.
8

FULL-TIME
FACULTY
INTERVIEW: Dr. Glos
What is the job objective of law students
in countries you have visited?
"In the civil law countries, the main body of
graduates go into government service and private
enterprise. A law training is considered as best for
executive positions. The number of students is growing in these countries.
"In English countries, the primary purpose is
to practice law."
What do you think of a person spending
many long years in educational preparation?
"It is better for a person to complete his studies
and commence work in his desired field."
Do you subscribe to any particular philosophy of law?
"Positive law is necessary and natural law is a
check on positive law. Positive law is the result of
legislation, thus, the really important factor in law
is that it represent the collective view."
Ideally, what philosophy should the good
legislator have?
"A philosophy that is not in conflict with the
immutable standards of justice. Legislators should
weigh all aspects of any given piece of legislation,
and determine whether or not it will be harmful to
any group even though that group is in the minority
and if it be harmful, great deliberation should be
undertaken before passing such legislation.
"Positive law should be for the public good and
if harm results, such law should be stricken. One
should scrutinize all law against the ideal law based
upon Christian principles."

What are your ideas on punishment for
cri'mes?
"I would prefer to have corporeal and capital
punishment abolished. Persuasion by education is
the ideal method of eliminating crime. Punishment
is not very effective as a deterrent. If persons cannot be educated, they should be kept from doing
harm, otherwise, educative persuasion is the best
way of decreasing crime."
What type of tests do you prefer to give
law students?
"In the common law courses, a combination of
questions and problems. Students need to know the
principles, the application of principles, and should
be able to recognize where such application arises.
Courses such as Law and Society require objective
learning since no case law problems are posed. However, understanding of the various philosophies must
be mastered so that the student will be familiar
with the views and the evolution of our existing
institutions. The foundations of Anglo-American
law are based on the common law doctrines; the
student should understand the intertwining of the
philosophies with the common law foundations."
And Dr. Glos, on the ligh ter side, What
sports do you like?
"Tennis, soccer, swimming, sking and country
walks."
Do you read anything besides law in your
free time?
"Yes, of course. I am particularly interested in
history, international relations, world events, and
all that ties in with international law such as studies
in India, S. E. Asia, China, etc."
9

RIGHT TO COUNSEL, Cont.
LaVallee, 330 F.2d 303, cert. den. 32 Law Week
3445 (June 22, 1964); United States ex. rei. Craig
v. Myers, United States Court of Appeals for the
Third Circuit, April 2, 1964.
The extent of the right to have counsel, even
of one's own choosing, in noncriminal proceedings
is as yet unclear. In Anonymous Nos. 6 and 7 v.
Baker, 360 U.S. 287, 79 S.Ct. 1157, 3 L.Ed.2d 1234
(1959) the Court held that under the rule of the
Groban case, 352 U.S. 330, 77 S.C. 510, 1 LEd. 2d
376 (1957) a state judge conducting a judicial inquiry into allegedly improper practices by attorneys
could consitutionally exclude counsel while questioning private investigators called as witnesses.
Justice Black, with whom Chief Justice Warren and
Justinces Douglas and Brennan concurred, delivered
a dissenting opinion.
In the widely-discussed decision of Escobedo v.
Illinois, 378 U.S. 478, 84 S.Ct. 1758, 12 L.Ed.2d 977,
32 Law Week 4605 (1964) the Court in an opinion
delivered by J ustince Goldberg held:
"that where . . . the investigation is no
longer a general inquiry into an unsolved crime
but has begun to focus on a particular suspect,
the suspect has been taken into police custody,
the police carry out a process of interrogations
that lends itself to eliciting incriminating statements, the suspect has requested and been
denied an opportunity to consult with his lawyer, and the police have not effectively warned him of his absolute constitutional right to
remain silent, the accused has been denied 'the
Assistance of Counsel' in violation of the Sixth
Amendment to the Constitution as 'made obligatory upon the States by the Fourteenth
Amendment,' Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S.,
at 342 and that no statement elicited by the
police during the interrogation may be used
against him at a criminal trial."
Escobedo ranks with Gideon in terms of its
potenial impact on present law enforcement procedures in the criminal process. By virtue of this
decision, the adversary system, traditionally re-

24 Ho\U' Coffee
Sbop
Drive .Right hi
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stricted to the trial stage, has been moved back into
the earlier stages of criminal proceedings.
At least two discernible and related lines of
cases were involved in this development. First, the
right to counsel has been phased in at progressively earlier stages. In Hamilton v. Alabama, 368 U.S.
52, 82 S.Ct. 157, 7 L.Ed.2d 114 (1961) an Alabama
death-sentence conviction was reversed by the Court
because the defendant was not provided with counsel at his arraignment where he entered a plea of
not guilty. Two weeks after Gideon, the Court reversed the capital conviction in Whit e v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 59, 83 S.C. 1050, 10 L .Ed. 193 (1963)
because the defendant had not been represented by
counsel at the preliminary examination.
Second, there has been an increasing concern
with the use of coerced confessions as the basis for
convictions. Elements that did not cause the Court
to invalidate confessions as involuntary have in recent cases provided the basis for reversals. Failure
to bring the accused in promptly for a preliminary
hearing, long incommunicado detention, hours of interrogation, refusal to allow consultation with counsel-this entire group of factors was not sufficient
to make the cofessions involuntary in such significant cases as Lisenba v. California, 314 U.S. 219
(1914; Crooker v. Califor nia, 314 U.S. 433, 62 S.C.
280, 86 L.Ed. 166 (1958); and Cicenia v. Lag-ay, 357
U.S. 504, 78 S.C. 1297, 2 LEd.2d. 1523 (1958) . But in
Haynes v. W,a shing-ton, 373 U.S. 503, 83 S.C. 1336,
10 L.Ed.2d. 513 (1963) and in Massiah v. United
States, 377 U.S. 201, 84 S.Ct. 1199, 12 L.Ed.2d 246
(1964), a differently constituted Court found that
less severe circumstances destroyed the voluntariness of the confession. Undoubtedly this same concern contributed in large part to the invalidation of
the New York rule on admission of confessions in
the case of Jackson v. Denno, 378 U.S. 368, 84 S.Ct.
1774, 12 L.Ed. 908 (1964). In Escobedo the Supreme
Court combined these two lines of prior decisions,
the need for early implementation of the right to
counsel, and a fundamental distrust of confessions.
Among the many unanswe_red but important
questions raised by the Escobedo decision are the
following: (1) How do you know when the process
shifts from investigatory to accusatory? (2) Does
this case invalidate all confessions or incriminating
statements taken where the accused has not had the
onportunity to confer with counsel? (e.g. Compare
Massiah v. United States, supra, with On Lee v.
Unit ed States. 343 U.S. 747, 72 S.C. 967, 96 L .Ed.
1270 (1952) (3) How does the decision affect the
Uniform Arrest Act?
The practical implications of recent Supreme
Court decisions on the criminal procedure of the
states cannot be overlooked. The reluctance of the
Court to impose a requirement of counsel prior to
Gideon shows a respect for the concept of federalism. It was only after due deliberation that the
court finallv took the step to guarantee what Professor Kamisar has called "the most pervasive right
of the accused". Kamisar, "The Rig-ht to Counsel
~:mo thP Fourteenth Ammendment: A Dialog-n~ on
''rhP. ~ost Pervas~ve Right' of an Accused,'' 30
U. Ch1.. L. Rev. 1 (1962 ).
(Continued on Next Page)
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RIGHT TO COUNSEL, Cont.
Recent decisions by the Supreme Court have
been severely criticized. A few lawyers and police
leaders feel that state criminal procedures have
been, at least in part, supplanted by vague standards ·which may be overruled by a differently constituted court. However, these decisions should be met
with an enlightened response rather than by devious attempts to circumvent them. Certainly a nation as great as ours should have the ingenuity to
encourage effective police action without exploiting
the rights of an accused.

DEAN'S LIST
SUIDrner Session
SUMMER SEMESTER-1964

The annual convention of the American Law
Student Association met in New York City August
8 through 13, 1964. The convention was held in conjunction with the American Bar Association National Convention. Over 7,000 lawyers and some 200 law
students were present. Distinguished speakers including President Lyndon B. Johnson, Governor
Nelson Rockefeller and Mayor Robert Wagner addressed the joint assemblies. The ALSA Convention
proper consisted of workshops, seminars and House
of Delegates meetings. Seminars were held on such
topics as: computers and the practice of law, criminal trial techniques, student bar administration.
The purposes of the ALSA were restressed.
These purposes include among others: development
of professional responsibilities as well as co-ordination of student projects and ideas of the association
and its members. Another purpose of the ALSA is
to function as a type of apprenticeship to the American Bar Association.
The purposes of ALSA are being accomplished
by a continuous program here briefly described.
Through the individual membership program
publications such as the "Student Lawyer Journal,"
"Federal Government Lawyer," and "Lawyer Placement" are made available to all student members. In addition, there is a professional research
section which provides a source for legal publication
for law students particularly those students who
are not on the law review staff. The law students
information service is another part of the program.
Further, the individual membership program of the
ALSA provides reduced rates for subscriptions to
the ABA Journal. Life insurance is also available to
individual members of ALSA.
Certain changes have been made in the ALSA
services. Principal of these changes is the addition
of a guarantee loan fund available to all law students
who are members of ALSA. Life insurance benefits
have been increased from $10,000 to $20,000 and
additional insurance is made available at low ALSA
rates on the wife and children of law students. ALSA
Life is underwritten by the Minnesota Mutual Insurance Company. Annual dues have been increased
from $2.00 to $3.00. The last change of general significance is that the Law Student Journal will no
longer be received by all law students in the country; only individual members of ALSA will receive
this magazine after the next issue.

At the end of each semester, those students
who have completed two full semesters of law work,
and whose cumulative average places them in the
upper ten per cent of the total student body, are
placed upon the Dean's Honor List, as students of
academic distinction, and their names are recorded
as a matter of permanent record. Only those students carrying a normal load or more are eligible.
(8 hours-Day Division; 3 hours-Evening Division).

DAY DIVISION

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Spector, Rose
Holland, William E.
Hendrix, Dennis
Simmang, Michael J.
Miller, William T.
Rutherford, Daniel R.
Flowers, Aubrey J.
O'Quinn, Michael B.

Average
81.8
80.8
80.7
80.4
78.8
78.7
78.2
78.0

Hours
67
27
37
27
27
45
36
53

EVENING DIVISION

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sanders, John L.
Kayser, Thomas C.
Taylor, Edwin H .
Tippins, Robert M.
Coghlan, Thomas

Average
85.4
82.5
81.5
80.8
80.6

Hours
34
60
36
50
68

SCHOOL AVERAGE __ __ __ _______ _______ 74.7
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B·o·ok Notice
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE IN THE
UNITED STATES DISTRICT AND MILITARY
COURTS, by Marvin Comisky and Louis D.
Apothaker of the Philadelphia Bar Association,
published by the Joint Committee on Continuing· Legal Education of the American Law Institute and the American Bar Association, 101
North 33rd Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
19104.
February, 1963
$12.00
453 pages

THE REASON WHY
MORE ond MORE
ATTORNEYS ARE
APPOINTING BEXAR
COUNTY NATIONAL
BANK AS TRUSTEE
AND EXECUTOR
FOR ESTATES.

Wh~n on ollorn~y appoont~ Bexar County Notoonol Bonk as th~ ~·~cutor
ond tru~tee 0 1 on ~stat~ . h~ do~s ~o woth the assurance that oil matt~rs
woll be 1ud -Jed omportoally, that th~ bonk wol l be on the 10b always- con·
tonuong to work hand on hand woth rl,~ ~~tote'~ attorney on oil l~gol
mall~rs .

THE TRUST DEPARTMENT
BEXAR COUNTY NATIONAL BANK
SAN ANTONIO , TEXAS

COURT BONDS

This new how-to-do-it book is a practical, comprehensive. compact and very current treatise on
all aspects of federal criminal practice. It covers both
federal and military courts and includes practice as
well as procedure.
The volume commences with the initial conference between lawyer and client, and continues with
the development of facts. It covers pleadings and
motions prior to the trial, the trial itself, and post
trial motions. There are also chapters on appeal,
parole and probation.
The appendix is complete so that the material
therein, independently of other research materials,
is alone sufficient for a working library in the combined civilian and m;litary criminal justice area.
Contained in the appendix are the Federal Rules
of Criminal Procedure; a Time Table for Lawyers;
a comprehensive set of forms; pertinent federal
statutes and United States Code provisions; the
Uniforn1 Code of Military Justice, and an outline of
procedure for trials before general and special
courts-martial. There is also a table of cases cited
(which are both recent and often of the courts of
last resort) and a comprehensive index.
MEMIER F.D.I.C.

LA WYERS PROFESSIONAL
LIABILITY INSURANCE

Couldn't a team best tackle
your estate problems?
You wouldn't want just anyone to handle your
trust problems. Mistakenly, some people choose
a friend to handle their estate, but it is
invariably too much work for one person. At
the Groos you will find an entire Trust Department team ready to help you- and they are
all specialists. Only our most responsible people
staff this department, and you will find them
persons with long experience .. . authorities on
taxes, investments and settling estates. Let a
trust officer explain why your estate deserves
Groos service.

PIPER STILES & LADD

Est. 1883

NBC Bldg.

CA 5-2727

San Antonio

the

GROOS NATIONAL Bank
COMMERCE AT NAVARRO

109 Years of Banking-Founded on Need, Brii/t on Service
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Sperry and Hutchinson Make Grant

law Wives Present Active Sch·edule

St. Mary's University has been named a recipient of a lectureship grant from the Sperry and
Hutchinson Foundation, Inc., sponsored by The
Sperry and Hutchinson Company.
Very Rev. Louis J. Blume, president of St.
Mary's University, was presented the $2,000 grant
Tuesday morning by Charles C. Cyprus, Houston
Sales Manager of The Sperry and Hutchinson Company, distributors of S & H Green Stamps. The grant
will be used for a series of lectures by three different lecturers, who will discuss discuss International
Law during the 1964-65 school year at dates to be
announced later.
The grant is one of thirty-six made by the
awards com1nittee of the foundation which is headed
by Dean William E. Buckler of New York University's Washington Square Co 11 e g e of Arts and
Sciences and includes several other national prominent educators.
According to the terms of the grant the select ion of individual speakers and other arrangements
for the lectures will be carried out by the university.

The industrious homemakers and career wives
of law students enrolled in St. Mary's University
School of Law are wholeheartedly invited to join
Delta Alpha Delta (Law Wives' Club) of the institution. Meeting twice a month at the Kallison Towers
Building, members of the Law Wives' Club enjoy
varied intellectual and social activities throughout
the school year.
One purpose of the Law Wives' Club is to promote a better understanding of the legal profession.
It also provides a medium through which she discovers that she is not alone in her struggle to understand "what makes a law student tick".
Wives interested in Delta Alpha Delta are requested to contact either Frankie Franz President
at DI 4-3701, or Katherine Labay Membership
Chairman, at PE 3-0404.
'

FALL
by Ben Martinez
Once again the citations flow,
the bookstore apologizes,
the library is reshuffled,
and some begin their road of ostracizes.
Disgruntled freshmen Express their mediocre,
hard of hearing plight which Mr. Town Crier
scoops and circulates,
and so their rights-complex appreciates.
The smell so fouly of decaying Myotis Subulatus
does not compare
to that these free men
choose to call despair
The truth perhaps is
more difficult to confront;
for the river, the church yard,
or the pigeon watch out front
Are silent captors of these
incompetent people actors

Our policy of retaining the
attorney designated by the
Testator or Trustor is one of the
reasons why so many Texas
aHorneys rely on the Trust Department of the ALAMO NATIONAL
BANK.

D for Defendant, P for Plaintifffor canned brief readers,
TJ for those not self-kiddersFor those so preoccupied
with articulation,
the well read case
is one salvation
For 9-11 are not the ones
to fear
the one called Torts
will take its toll
this year.
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MAIN STREET
A New Law Students New Look At Society
The marked differences in educational techniques between college and a school of law
begin to acquire meaning when the law student steps into the steet after an Agency class
and is hit by .a pastrami delivery truck, driven by an alien garbageman with a revoked passport
and an empty jug of illegal hooch on the seat beside him. Questions, no doubt, form upou
discovery of such facts as these. The very attack of a student on a book is different in law
school. A student must be aware of principles derived from many varying fact situations and
be able to separate the irrevelancies from the necessities.
Society itself takes on a new look to the new student. Around every corner an uninsured
moving van is high-balling through a red light. Behind every drawn shade several torts, assorted breaches and sundry malpractices are being foisted upon some plaintiff by some defendent. It becomes obvious that our society operates within a legal framework for the protection of the ·m ajority and the violation of such laws as comprise our framework must be
prosecuted properly.
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THE PARTISAN
Law graduates of St. Mary's U. 1nay find themselves armed with a degree of Juris Doctor rather
than the traditional LL.B. The change, now under
discussion, would, in the opinion of many, significantly distinguish the professional accomplishment of a law study from that of the studies of
the Bachelor's degree in arts or sciences. An Aug.
11, American Bar Association resolution states that
the course of study in an approved law school is
"comparable to or more demanding than other professional courses of study in which the professional
doctor's degree is awarded."
The issue is not simple nor is it without opposition. Some dissenters have seen the proposed
change as an effort to "borrow" a title from another
established profession merely for the status of the
words. These objectors feel that law has developed
enough public status so that the change would not
only be unnecessary but highly undesirable. Those
who place this objection refer to areas where the
LL.B. degree is awarded. In some areas, however,
the J.D. degree is already offered and in such areas
is accepted as a separate professional degree with
its own reputation.
The A.B.A. offered its resolution to Law Schools
so that greater unity would result in the conferring
of degrees. The public should be able to expect uniformity of a professional degree name, especially the
degree concerning one of the most important professions in society. This change has been long in coming
and should be seen as an important move to recognize the years of effort and dedication necessary to
the acquiring of the first professional degree of law.

EDITOR'S NOTE: This is a new column of
editorial comment designed to call attention to
the need for change where such is needed in the
eyes of THE PARTISAN. It is well settled by
the great weight of authority that even the perfect are imperfect if they do not heed the changing times.
To The Partisan it seems there will be many
disgruntled Seniors if the faculty counsel finally approves the change of degrees from LL.B. to J.D. and
prominent on the ring of every Senior is the outdated
inscription, LL.B.
*

The need for an outlet of student legal writing
has finally been realized and furnished in the law
section of this publication. But will those students
who wish St. Mary's had a law review take advantage of this opportunity? The challenge is there.
*

*

ELECTIONS
As we go to press, student bar politics reach
their Fall highlight in the Wednesday, October 21st,
elections. It is almost shameful that four offices are
unopposed but it is at the same time encouraginnthat ten people have the interest to entertain political combat. But at this time it's too late to field new
candidates; a write-in candidate has not won any
election in recent years.
While this editorial commentator will not endorse any "ticket" or individuals, the voters have a
right to know who have been active in forming the
so-called "New Front Party." Cam Smith and Nelson
Wolff must be given first credit. But also joining in
the effort were Mike LaHood, Douglas Cowan, Mike
Simmang, and Mark Sideman. Their efforts have
been toward making the student bar a responsive
and working organization. To this end they are to
be commended regardless of the election outcome.
If a student political party can enliven and
strengthen the student bar then we need more.

*

The need for revision in the Student Bar Administration is so obvious that it seems old hat to
even speak of it. But seriously, isn't five percent of
the total enrollment a little too large a group to head
the SEA? That's about what we presently have
when there are NINE officers. Then too, as long as
we are talking Student Bar, why isn't there an effective student orientation program sponsored by the
SEA? One of the legal fraternities tried, commendably so, to have an "Information Coffee." The success was less than mediocre. Maybe Freshman don't
want to know about the vast differences between
the study of law and other educational pursuits.
*

*

*

*

If the two legal fraternities on this campus
would channel some of the excess energy they expend during rush week, there could be much accomplished that other organizations can't seem to do.

* * * * *
The Partisan regrets the present attitude of
1nany faculty members and students that since the
Law School will be moved to the Woodlawn Campus
in two years, upkeep and beautification of the venerable law building can be slackened. Though a person
will eventually sell his home, he still must live in it
now.
*

*

*

*

*

The law library rules are long and encompassing
but the enforcement of the golden rule of silence is
lax. Who will do something about this ? The librarian
is working hard wearing many hats; the Student
Bar is the logical place to turn in most law schools
in this country. If there is default in that esteemed
body, where shall the people who wish quiet study
turn?
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Law School is a leather book cover. It is a long flight of granite steps and a broken pencil. It is
polished oak and neon lights. It is the belief of a profession in the dignity of man . Law School continues
the administration of justice by its demands on the student. It requires respect for truth, time for
thought and mahu·ity of reason. Law School is a pensive moment in a high window over a city street for a law student sees not only the jumble of bricks that are a great city, but the hands and minds that
placed them there carefully. This is the moment of education, when the words on a page become a man
in the street, with questions and rights.
At St. Mary's School of Law the students have a printed voice for their expressions and questions.
This is the BARRISTER NEWS. Its new format is a challenge to fresh perspectives and a sign of the
ever-expanding St. Mary's University School of Law.
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